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Unleash your network
for improved patient care
IT solutions for healthcare
organizations
With Nokia, you can:
• Ensure the security and privacy of
patient data — and use that data to
enhance care
• Meet your requirements for
network reliability, performance and
scalability
• Improve clinician workflow to
enhance care anytime, anywhere,
on any device
• Connect siloed systems and
simplify network complexity
for more efficient delivery
at the point of care
• Make best-of-breed technology
decisions regardless of vendor,
and overcome interoperability
challenges
• Improve cloud-based infrastructure
to better leverage Big Data for
population health analytics and new
applications
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Digital technologies have massive
potential to help healthcare
providers control costs, enhance
patient access to services, and
improve quality of care. But to
reap those benefits, organizations
have to break through the
silos of today’s healthcare IT
environments.
That demands the right network
— one that enables integrated
“healthcare in the cloud,”
supports the use of digital tools,
enables high-speed exchanges
of Big Data, and gives physicians
access anywhere, anytime, on any
device.
Any healthcare network also has
to meet the strict regulatory,
security and privacy requirements
that govern the handling of data
in the sector.
All of this means not just any
network will do.

The infrastructure
healthcare providers
need
Nokia’s cloud, networking and
communications solutions
make healthcare data securely
accessible for mHealth, telehealth
and Big Data applications. We
bring you the same technologies
service providers depend on to
run the world’s highest-capacity,
“can’t-fail” networks.
With the right network, you
can leverage your data to
roll out proactive population
health approaches. You can
use mobility and connectivity
to extend healthcare services
to more people in more places,
improving outcomes while
enabling the cost-saving shift
from inpatient to outpatient care.
Nokia delivers the bandwidth and
functionality to support real-time
communications, protect missioncritical data in transport, and
adapt to deliver new services and
innovations like the cloud.
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Next-generation networks
for next-generation patient care
Today’s large healthcare organizations can have
thousands of employees, hundreds of sites and multiple
data centers. Massive amounts of data flow through their
networks — especially with the increasing use of digital
tools like electronic health records (EHRs), mHealth and
telemedicine applications. All of which is putting those
networks under intense pressure.

Networks Virtualized Services Platform (VSP) allows us
to provide even more capacity and flexibility through
software defined networking (SDN) — bringing more data
to the point of care.

Nokia helps healthcare providers build the IT
infrastructure to take advantage of digital technologies,
relieve network burden and comply with regulations like
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA).

With our high-speed, highly secure network technology,
digital clinical records and data analytics are accessible to
authorized users anywhere throughout the organization
for faster, more efficient care. Staff and physicians can
take advantage of secure, purpose-driven mobility.
Patient data is easily aggregated for analysis. New
telemedicine services can extend the reach of
care to more of those who need it.

Using integrated IP/optical technology, we can connect
hundreds of remote sites and data centers together
with high availability and speeds up to 100G. Our Nuage

As the science and business of healthcare continue to
evolve, Nokia provides a network that can evolve along
with them.
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Enabling
healthcare
innovation

New technologies
like SDN, open
communications and
collaboration, and
healthcare in the cloud
provide rapid access
to data anywhere,
anytime and enable
seamless collaboration
and communications
while meeting security,
compliance and costcontrol needs.

Control costs with infrastructure transformation
We help your healthcare organization evolve to a trusted, simpler, adaptable
infrastructure — making it easier and more cost effective to manage network
complexity. By breaking vendor lock-in with flexible, open platforms that
adapt to evolving business demands, we empower you to realize efficiencies
while controlling your costs. Here’s how:
• Providing the freedom to choose the technologies you need: Deploy
best-of-breed technologies tailored to your needs — regardless of vendor
and without replacing hardware — and simplify network operations
through automation and centralized policy. With our Nuage Networks VSP,
your network administrators can set up templates that let application
designers quickly request network resources.
• Capping the telecom silo: Our open enterprise communications and
collaboration solution, Rapport for Enterprise, integrates all modes of
communication within a single framework. It caps existing silos by breaking
vendor lock-in so you can cost effectively take advantage of mHealth,
telemedicine and other collaborative applications.
• Managing network growth: Our integrated IP and optical portfolio gives
you the agility to deal with unpredictable growth in all types of traffic.
The Nokia 7750 Service Router manages multiservice IP routing while the
1830 Photonic Service Switch provides high-performance, low-latency
optical connectivity at up to 200 Gb/s and beyond. This best-in-class
foundation meets throughput and reliability demands that go far beyond
the capabilities of typical networks.
• Security and compliance assured: Our policy-based Nuage Networks VSP
enforces virtual machine, Linux container and application security at the
network’s first connection point — and simplifies auditing and compliance.
The Nuage Networks VSP works with leading firewall and network security
appliances for unequalled data center security. The built-in security
features of our optical and IP products include low-latency AES 256 bit
hardware encryption, scalable key management, and continuous optical
intrusion detection.
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Power to the patient:
How mobile technology is
transforming healthcare*
A recent white paper from the
Economist Intelligence Unit on how
mobile technology is transforming
healthcare found that:
• 64 percent of surveyed executives
believe that the ability of new mobile
technologies and services to provide
greater patient access to medical
information “could dramatically
improve health outcomes.”
• 63 percent of surveyed executives
predict greater patient access to
personal health data will allow people
to make better decisions about their
health.
* Power to the patient: How mobile technology
is transforming healthcare. A white paper by The
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), 2015.
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Enhance access to care with
mobile health and telemedicine
Legacy systems cannot support integrated communications
for telemedicine and mHealth, and connecting remote
clinics can be slow and costly. Healthcare IT needs a single
communications framework with a common set of functions
— plus a platform that makes connecting a remote clinic as
simple as ordering a new mobile phone. With Nokia, your
organization can benefit from:
• Anytime, anywhere physician and patient access on any
device: Rapport for Enterprise lets you embed flexible, open
communications capabilities into any service, application,
connected device or website. That means you can rapidly
roll out new web-based and mobile services and ensure
secure access to healthcare data.
• Secure and seamless connectivity: Our Nuage Networks
Virtualized Network Services (VNS) connects clinics and
doctors’ offices with full visibility for management and
control. It works with the Nuage Networks VSP to ensure
reliable and secure access to your data centers without
requiring a separate management system or expensive
proprietary hardware. You can mix and match available
networks from multiple providers and use any available
access technologies.
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New technologies like SDN, open communications and collaboration, and
healthcare in the cloud provide rapid access to data anywhere, anytime and
enable seamless collaboration and communications while meeting security,
compliance and cost-control needs.
* Healthcare delivery of the future: How digital technologies can bridge the gap of time and distance between clinicians and consumers, http://www.pwc.com/us/
technologyandinnovation

Improve quality of care
through the cloud
Big Data, the massive buildup of health-related
data associated with EHRs, digital imaging and
large-scale analytics required for tasks like
genome mapping, has to be stored securely and
kept accessible for long periods. Users need to
retrieve this data quickly, anywhere and when they
need it to develop new apps for analytics or to
offer new services. With Alcatel-Lucent, healthcare
in the cloud means:
• Simplified and streamlined application design:
Our Nuage Networks data center automation
capabilities simplify configuration and
ensure efficient use of IT resources. Network
administrators set up application-specific
templates that empower application designers
to request and spin up the network resources
they need when they need them — safely and
surely.
• Public, private and hybrid clouds: The Nuage
Networks VSP securely unifies multiple clouds
— such as a private healthcare and a public Big
Data research cloud — into a unified hybrid
healthcare cloud. Whatever your healthcare
organization needs, we ensure your access to
the tools, data and the computing power to
tackle it.
• Assured business continuity and flawless
data protection: Our highly automated data
center interconnect (DCI) solutions protect
your corporate and patient data, securely
mirroring or replicating business-critical data
across multiple sites in real time. Turn up
services faster, improve asset utilization, and
control costs. Scalable real-time, low-latency
encryption ensures security and regulatory
compliance.
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Trusted. Simplified. Adaptable.
Nokia has delivered open, scalable infrastructures to customers around the world for years.
We combine our knowledge and expertise with leading IP and optical solutions, innovative
communications frameworks and the dynamic Nuage Networks SDN platform to meet healthcare
providers’ most demanding requirements. Let us help you evolve to a trusted, simpler, more
adaptable infrastructure that meets your need for speed, performance and capacity.

HOW WE CAN HELP
Whatever you’re looking to achieve with your network,
communications or cloud, we have a solution:
• Data center network automation: Our Nuage
Networks VSP delivers SDN capabilities including
centralized, policy-driven networking, simplified
configuration and automation to ensure compliance
and enable optimal use of your IT resources. With
support for cloud platforms such as OpenStack®,
CloudStack® and for all major hypervisors, the VSP lays
the foundation for an open, dynamically controlled data
center network.
• Virtualized network services: We leverage SDN
technologies from Nuage Networks to create a WAN
that unleashes the power of the cloud, letting you
choose the technologies that best suit your needs
— regardless of vendor — and seamlessly connect
remote clinics with your data center without a separate
management approach or expensive proprietary
hardware.
• Enterprise IP communications: Rapport for Enterprise,
our private cloud-based communications engine, allows
you to quickly adapt your user experience with new
web-based services and mobile applications while
capping your costly telecom network silos.
• Data center interconnect: Our highly automated DCI
solutions deliver the flexibility and capacity for faster
service turn-up and assured business continuity while
improving asset utilization and lowering costs. You
can enjoy scalable, secure, high-performing, multisite
data center connectivity for the cloud era, giving users
anywhere, anytime, any device access to businesscritical data.
• IP routing and optical transport: Building on our
history of innovation in IP and optical technologies, our
full suite of products provide a best-in-class foundation
that can deliver throughput and reliability demands
that exceed the capabilities of typical IT systems,
enabling you to scale your network and seize the power
of the cloud.
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About Nokia
At Nokia, we invent and deliver trusted, simpler and adaptable networks for large enterprises in finance, healthcare
and other verticals, which respond efficiently and cost effectively to emerging business opportunities and shifting
user needs. As the IP networking and cloud specialist, we bring our leadership in IP and optics, our innovations in
communications and our dynamic start-up culture from Nuage Networks to meet the most demanding requirements
of large networks and to unleash your business value.
For more information, visit www.alcatel-lucent.com/healthcare

Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia Corporation. Other product and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks or trade names of their
respective owners.
Connect with our sales team by phone:
Europe and Asia Pacific: + 44 203 582 5650 (M-F 8:00a.m.- 4:00p.m. GMT)
United States and Canada: + 866 231 0264 (M-F 8:00a.m.- 5:00p.m. EST)
Product code: PR1505011570EN
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